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COURSE SUMMARY 
 
Paper is an exciting and elusive art medium. Paper pulp can be transformed into 
sculptural works, drawings with pulp and unusual surface textures. It can allude 
to skin, metal, rock, or represent something entirely unique. In class, we will 
explore these possibilities as we examine other artists’ using pulp as a 
contemporary medium. Traditional and non-traditional processes, tailored to the 
capabilities of each fiber, will be explored. Stretch your artistic and technical 
skills to create unusual works of art. 
 
ATTENDANCE AND CLASS POLICY 
 

Class meets everyday, from 10 - 5pm. Lunch break is one hour at 1pm. Class 

regroups at 2pm sharp. Attendance is required for all classes. Our days will be 

demonstrations with open work time with occasionally "pop-up" demos as needed. 

A working critique will take place on the first Friday in the first week in which we will 

discuss discoveries made during the week. The last Friday of the class will be 

setting up for an all camp exhibition and last critique of work made since the last 

critique. 

 
 
DAILY SCHEDULE 
 

July 31 Sunday 8 – 10pm 

introduction to the class, short history talk how paper came to be, pull a sheet of 

paper, the idea of shape 



view: paper samples/fibers 

 

August 1 Monday   

technique: understanding fiber short beat type cotton, pigments, and chemicals, 

hydrogen bonding 

exploration: transforming shape and color as a basic language 

 

August 2 Tuesday    

technique: embossing (cotton), understanding fiber long beat cotton with 

pigmentation 

exploration: convex vs. concave 

 

August 3 Wednesday    

technique: understanding abaca as a translucent possibility, pulp imaging and 

drawing, stencils 

view: artist portfolio on color pulp imaging 

exploration: the two sided sheet, images in and on pulp 

 

August 4 Thursday    

technique: the large sheet, understanding flax, prepping kozo 

view: artist profiles-sculptural paper 

exploration: translucency – the idea within 

 

August 5 Friday  

technique: other armature paper as element 

1st group critique in the afternoon 

 

August 6 Saturday    

individual crits and demos as needed 

 

August 7 Sunday    

personal reflection and work time; assistance as needed 

 

August 8 Monday   



technique: watermarking  

view: artist portfolio on watermarking 

exploration: just beneath the surface, start individual projects 

 

August 9 Tuesday    

view: paper artist profile 

exploration: personal projects 

 

August 10 Wednesday    

view: paper artist profile 

exploration: personal projects 

 

August 11 Thursday    

exploration: personal projects, last wet day 

 

August 12 Friday    

studio tidy & critique  

 

August 13 Saturday    

retrieve all work from studio by 10am 

 

SUPPLY LIST 
 
Ox-Bow supplies all the fiber for making pulp, pigments, chemicals, screens, etc. 
What you will find below are things you will want to bring to assist you in making 
your artwork. 
 

- rubber boots or flip-flops—your feet will be wet all day—and extra socks 
- vinyl/rubber apron or large trash bag (to be made into an apron) 
- pair of dishing washing gloves that fit snugly 
- scissors sharp 
- x-acto knife and blades 
- plant spray mister bottle 
- plastic baggies freezer quart size  (like ziploc: at least 15) 
- your own inspirational materials like sketchbook, journal, images, poetry, 
music, etc. 



- sketchbook/journal/notebook  
- inclusion elements are anything that will be left in the paper, such as 
wire string, cord, hair, lentils, ribbons, nails, photos, text, etc. your 
imagination is your only limit! 
 
- embossing elements: these are things that will create a depression in 
the paper and are left in only for the drying and then are removed. as 
with inclusions, this list is endless! 


